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Abstract 31 

Visual word recognition has been proposed to have a functional and spatial organization corresponding to 32 

hierarchical language-like word forms in the left fusiform gyrus (FG) during visual word recognition in 33 

alphabetic languages. However, it is still unclear whether the similar functional gradients of word-like 34 

representation exist during Chinese character recognition. In this study, we adopted univariate activation 35 

analysis and representational similarity analysis (RSA) methods to investigate the functional organization in 36 

the FG for Chinese character recognition using task fMRI data. Native Chinese readers were visually 37 

presented with four types of character-like stimuli (i.e., real characters, pseudo-characters, false characters, 38 

and stroke combinations). After analysis, we observed a posterior-to-anterior functional gradient in the left 39 

FG corresponding to the degree of likeness of stimuli to character. Additionally, distinct sub-regions of the 40 

left FG harbor different orthographic codes. The middle part of the left FG was involved in abstract 41 

orthographic processing, while the anterior part of the left FG was involved in lexical orthographic 42 

processing (i.e., mapping orthography onto phonology or semantics). Notably, for the right FG, we did not 43 

find similar coding pattern for selectivity to character likeness, indicating the asymmetry of the functional 44 

hierarchical organization in favor of the left hemisphere. In conclusion, our findings revealed that the left FG 45 

presents a posterior-to-anterior gradient functional processing for Chinese character recognition, which 46 

expands our understanding of the psychological, neural, and computational theories of word reading. 47 

Key words: univariate activation analysis; representational similarity analysis; fusiform cortex; functional 48 

gradient; Chinese character recognition 49 

 50 

Significance  51 

The left fusiform gyrus (FG) is essential to reading, yet its functional organization during Chinese reading 52 

remains unclear. Here, we revealed a posterior-to-anterior functional gradient corresponding to the 53 

lower-to-higher character-like stimuli within the left FG during Chinese character recognition but not in its 54 

right homolog. Employing representational similarity analysis, we identified two functionally segregated 55 

sub-regions of the left FG: the middle part for word-form orthographic processing and the anterior part for 56 

lexical orthographic processing. For conclusion, we found the posterior, middle and anterior regions of the 57 

left FG are responsive to distinct orthographic hierarchy thereby perform different but complementary 58 

computations. Based on this gradient pattern, the left FG interacts with other regions of language network to 59 
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achieve Chinese reading. 60 

61 
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Introduction 62 

Efficient visual word recognition requires a fast conversion of word form and orthography to word 63 

pronunciation and meaning (Liu, 1999; Coltheart et al., 2001; Price and Devlin, 2011). Neuroimaging and 64 

lesion studies have revealed that the left fusiform gyrus is critical for such conversion during word reading 65 

(Kuo et al., 2001; Cohen et al., 2002; Baker et al., 2007; Dehaene et al., 2010; Centanni et al., 2017). 66 

Additionally, the lateral middle region of the left FG, called the visual word form area, is thought to be 67 

spatially reproducible across different writing systems that vary greatly in the type of scripts, such as 68 

alphabetic languages (e.g., English) and logographic languages (e.g., Chinese characters) (Bolger et al., 69 

2005; Liu et al., 2008; Dehaene and Cohen, 2011). A functional hierarchical organization of word-like 70 

stimuli within the left FG during English word reading has been observed (Vinckier et al., 2007). However, 71 

whether a similar internal organization of the left FG exists in Chinese word reading is still unclear. 72 

Recently, some studies have examined the functional organization of word-like stimuli in the ventral 73 

occipitotemporal cortex. For alphabetic languages, lines of evidence based on activation results have 74 

observed a functional and spatial hierarchical organization in the left FG during visual word recognition 75 

(Binder et al., 2006; Vinckier et al., 2007; Van der Mark et al., 2009; Kronschnabel et al., 2013; Olulade et 76 

al., 2013, 2015; Lerma-Usabiaga et al., 2018). Vinckier and colleagues found that different levels of 77 

orthographic stimuli induced equal activation in the posterior part of the left FG, whereas more word-like 78 

stimuli induced higher activation along the middle to anterior axis (Vinckier et al., 2007). Consistently, an 79 

intracranial recording study on English word recognition confirmed that the posterior part of the left FG was 80 

uniquely involved in letter selectivity, but emphasized the spatially intermingled but not strict hierarchical 81 

organization underlying prelexical and lexical responses in the middle and anterior regions of the left FG 82 

(Lochy et al., 2018). Those authors consistently identified that for the left FG, the posterior part was 83 

involved in letter processing and emphasized the functional gradient from the middle to anterior part. 84 

Given the sharp difference between written English and Chinese in orthographic structure, two recent 85 

studies have investigated whether a similar functional gradient of brain activity for character-like stimuli 86 

exists in Chinese (Chan et al., 2009; Tian et al., 2020). Chan and colleagues found that the anterior region of 87 

the left FG was more selective for Chinese character-like stimuli with orthographic legality, whereas the 88 

posterior part was more selective for Korean characters (Chan et al., 2009). Tian and colleagues suggested 89 

that the anterior and middle regions of the left FG were more selective for radical-based stimuli, whereas the 90 
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posterior region was not (Tian et al., 2020). However, the corresponding relationship between different 91 

levels of Chinese orthographic structure to sub-regions of the left FG has still not been clearly revealed. In 92 

addition, the right FG was also significantly activated, which was interpreted as spatial information 93 

processing during Chinese word recognition (Tan et al., 2000; Tan et al., 2001). However, which levels of 94 

orthography were processed and whether divergent hierarchical coding patterns existed in the right FG 95 

during Chinese word reading also remained largely unknown. 96 

The current study examined the functional organization in the FG during Chinese character recognition 97 

by using univariate activation analysis and representational similarity analysis (RSA) methods. Here, we 98 

recruited a group of adults, native Chinese speakers who performed a lexical decision task for real words 99 

(RWs), pseudowords (PWs), false words (FWs), and stroke combinations (SCs) during fMRI scanning. 100 

Given that Chinese orthographic processing entails four main components: visual properties, radical 101 

orthography, word-form orthography, and lexical orthography, we hypothesized that distinct components 102 

take place in distinct sub-regions of the left FG, which resulting in a posterior-to-anterior gradient of 103 

Chinese orthographic processing. 104 

Materials and Methods 105 

Participants 106 

Fifty-one college students (mean age = 23.4 years, 19-28 years old, 25 males/26 females) were recruited in 107 

the current study by online advertising. All were native Chinese speakers with normal or 108 

corrected-to-normal vision over 4.8 (Logarithmic Vision Chart Values). Forty-one were identified as 109 

right-handed, and the rest had balanced handedness according to the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory 110 

(Oldfield, 1971). None had any history of neurological disease or psychiatric disorders. Informed written 111 

consent was provided to each subject before the experiment. The current study was approved by the Ethics 112 

Committee of the School of Life Sciences, Fudan University. 113 

Stimuli and Task fMRI Procedures 114 

The stimuli set consisted of four conditions: real words (RWs), pseudowords (PWs), false words (FWs), and 115 

stroke combinations (SCs), with 40 trials in each condition (Fig. 1A). Chinese orthographic processing 116 

entails processing four putative components, that is, visual properties, radical orthography, word-form 117 

orthography, and lexical orthography, which construct a hierarchical framework of cognitive processes (Fig. 118 
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1B). RWs are high-frequency single-character words consisting of two radicals. PWs are formed by two 119 

radicals that are presented at their legal positions but cannot be found in the existing Chinese dictionary. 120 

Notably, in contrast with PWs in alphabetic language, PWs in Chinese are both unpronounceable and 121 

meaningless, even without phonological and semantic cues. FWs are formed by two radicals presented at 122 

illegal positions. SCs are comprised of randomly arranged strokes that appear in real characters and maintain 123 

the same envelope as real characters. The horizontal visual angle of all stimuli, which were white and 124 

presented on a black screen, was 4.37°. The percentage of pixels, picture size, and number of strokes were 125 

matched across conditions. Word frequency of RWs and single-character words used to build PWs and FWs 126 

was also matched. 127 

In the current study, an event-related design and lexical decision task were adopted. Each stimulus was 128 

presented for 600 ms in randomized order, with a randomized interstimulus interval (ISI) ranging from 4000 129 

ms to 6000 ms. A fixation cross was presented in the center of the screen during ISI to obtain baseline brain 130 

activity (Fig. 1A). The lexical decision task required participants to judge whether the stimulus was a real 131 

character by pressing buttons with their right index fingers. Notably, the criterion for identifying a real 132 

character was whether it has meaning or not. A practice section consisting of 16 trials (an additional 4 133 

stimuli in each condition) was conducted out of the scanner before the normal experiment to ensure full 134 

understanding of task demands. 135 

fMRI Acquisition and Data Preprocessing 136 

Functional and structural magnetic resonance imaging data were collected by a 3.0-T Siemens Prisma 137 

scanner with a 32-channel head coil (Siemens Health care, Erlangen, Germany) at Zhangjiang International 138 

Brain Imaging Center (ZIC) of Fudan University, Shanghai. An echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence was 139 

utilized for functional imaging acquisition (TR = 720 ms, TE = 33 ms, flip angle = 52°, matrix size = 110×140 

96, field of view (FOV) = 220×196 mm, slice thickness = 2 mm, number of slices = 72). Anatomical, 141 

high-resolution, T1-weighted images were collected before tasks (TR =3000 ms, TE = 2.56 ms, flip angle = 142 

8°, matrix size = 320×320, field of view (FOV) = 256×256 mm, slice thickness = 0.8 mm, number of slices 143 

=208). 144 
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Image preprocessing was carried out by Statistical Parametric Mapping-12 (SPM12, Wellcome Trust 145 

Centre for Neuroimaging, London, UK. http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). First, several volumes were not 146 

recorded before trigger launch to ensure T1 equilibrium. Volumes were temporally realigned to middle EPI 147 

volume and spatially realigned to correct head movement. The structural image of each subject was 148 

registered to the mean EPI image, segmented, and normalized to Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) 149 

space. The realigned EPI volumes were normalized to MNI space by deformation field parameters from 150 

structural image normalization. The normalized EPI volumes were smoothed with a 6 mm Gaussian kernel 151 

and high-pass filter. 152 

Behavioral Analysis 153 

The accuracy (ACC) and reaction time (RT) were calculated for the four conditions. The main effects 154 

of stimulus category were analyzed by one-way repeated ANOVA. Paired t tests with post-hoc Bonferroni 155 

correction (p < 0.05) were conducted across conditions. 156 

Univariate Activation Analysis 157 

In single subject level analysis, a general linear model (GLM) was conducted, with the convolution of 158 

stimuli onset time (SOT) and hemodynamic response function (HRF) as independent variables, the time 159 

series of fMRI signals as dependent variables and 6 realignment parameters as regressors. In group-level 160 

analysis, one sample t tests were used to analyze in each voxel to acquire activation maps for each condition 161 

(p < 0.05, FDR correction (q < 0.05), cluster size > 10). 162 

To investigate different functional levels of FG activation during Chinese word recognition, we 163 

determined five types of brain activation maps: 1) RWs vs. fixation minus PWs vs. fixation for lexical 164 

effects, 2) PWs vs. fixation minus FWs vs. fixation for word form effects, 3) PWs vs. fixation minus RWs vs. 165 

fixation for abstract orthographic processing, 4) FWs vs. fixation minus RWs vs. fixation for low-level 166 

orthographic processing, and 5) SCs vs. fixation minus RWs vs. fixation for basic visual processing. 167 

Specifically, PWs have the same orthographic regularity as RWs but fail to access lexical phonology and 168 

meaning. FWs have regular radicals or logo-graphemes but no legal Chinese orthography while SCs were 169 

spatially interleaved. Together, the functional level is incremental from the first to the fifth contrasts. Besides, 170 

less processing stages but more activation were expected for the later three contrasts because of the 171 

prediction errors due to the last failed stage, i.e., the stronger activation for more attempts to map global 172 

orthography onto word phonology and meaning or to integrate local radicals into a whole character (Price 173 
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and Devlin, 2011).  174 

Representational Similarity Analysis 175 

Representational similarity analysis (RSA) is powerful for integrating different level/scale/modality 176 

(e.g., neural, behavioral, physical, theoretical) activities to identify cognitive manipulation (Fischer-Baum et 177 

al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018; Deniz et al., 2019). The current study aimed to investigate the precise 178 

functional roles of the FG during Chinese word recognition. This goal was achieved by relating the 179 

theoretical representational dissimilarity matrix (RDM) of different levels of Chinese orthography and 180 

neural RDM in the FG. Quantifying dissimilarities between abstract and lexical orthography is the key 181 

question. We achieved this result by calculating the logo-grapheme representations of RWs, PWs, and FWs 182 

Theoretical RDM: The logo-grapheme is the basic representational unit of Chinese characters (Han et 183 

al., 2007). The logo-grapheme RDM was constructed by calculating one minus the ratio of shared basic 184 

units between any two stimuli within RWs, PWs, and FWs. Note that SCs consist of random strokes, but not 185 

all strokes are logo-graphemes. Thus, logo-grapheme RDMs can only be constructed for RWs, PWs, and 186 

FWs. Logo-grapheme representations indicate internal manipulations treating the logo-grapheme as the 187 

minimum unit. During character recognition, internal cognitive processes contain lexical orthography (i.e., 188 

orthographic legality and mapping word form onto phonology and semantics), word-form orthography (i.e., 189 

radical position and orthographic legality), radical orthography (i.e., stroke position) and general visual 190 

information composed of light and dark patches. During PW recognition, the logo-grapheme representations 191 

indicate processing orthographic legality and general visual properties. For FW recognition, the 192 

logo-grapheme representations indicate radical and general visual processing. 193 

Semantic representations were calculated for RWs, as PWs and FWs were meaningless. Semantic 194 

dissimilarity was calculated as one minus the cosine similarity between word vectors of any pair of RW 195 

stimuli. Skip-gram algorithms (window size = 5, subsampling rate = 10−4, negative sample number = 5, 196 

learning rate = 0.025, dimension number = 300) were utilized to calculate word vectors based on the 197 

open-source Wikipedia Chinese Corpus. 198 

Neural RDMs and Searchlight RSA: A general linear model was performed at the first level for each of 199 

120 trials, with 6 head motion parameters regressed. In each condition (RWs, PWs, and FWs) and for each 200 

subject, voxel-wise neuronal similarities between any pair of 40 trials were calculated as significant 201 

correlations between beta-values extracted from a self-centered sphere with a 6-mm radius. A one minus 202 

correlation between any two stimuli was set as the dissimilarity. The centered voxel of the sphere completed 203 
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transversally within cortical regions of interest (ROIs), such as a searchlight, and voxel-wise neural RDMs 204 

were obtained for each subject in each condition. The ROI in the current study was defined as the bilateral 205 

fusiform areas (55#, 56#) in the Automated Anatomical Labeling 3 (AAL3) template. Bilateral inferior 206 

occipital cortices (53#, 54#) in AAL3 were also included. Spearman’s correlations were calculated between 207 

neural RDMs and logo-grapheme/semantic RDMs at the voxel level. Spearman’s rho transformed Z values 208 

were logo-grapheme/semantic representation values and used to perform a one-tailed, one-sample t test 209 

across subjects at the voxel level. Significant voxels (p < 0.05, uncorrected, cluster size > 10) in the t test 210 

were identified as involved in logo-grapheme/semantic representation. The analysis scripts and the summary 211 

data are available at GitHub (http://github.com/miaocao88/Functional-Gradient-in-vOT). 212 

Validation Analysis 213 

To examine whether behavioral performance (ACC) affects brain activity during lexical decision task, 214 

validation analysis were conducted by excluding trials in which participants inaccurately judged the 215 

lexicality. Particularly, for PWs condition, 6 participants whose accuracy is less than 50% were excluded to 216 

ensure statistical effect of RSA results. 217 

Results 218 

Behavioral Results 219 

The accuracy (ACC) and reaction time (RT) of button pressing for the lexical decision task were 220 

analyzed. The main effects of ACC and RT among real words (RWs), pseudowords (PWs), false words 221 

(FWs), and stroke combinations (SCs) calculated by one-way repeated ANOVA were both significant, as 222 

shown in Fig. 1B (Allen et al., 2019). Significant main effects measured by one-way repeated ANOVA were 223 

observed for both ACC (F (3,150) = 27.12, p < 0.001) and RT (F (3,150) = 16.68, p < 0.001). The ACC of PWs 224 

(0.80 ± 0.21) was significantly lower than that of RWs (0.95±0.07, T(50) = -5.29, p < 0.001, Bonferroni 225 

corrected), FWs (0.96±0.06, T(50) = -6.12, p < 0.001, Bonferroni corrected), and SCs (0.98 ± 0.05, T(50) = 226 

-6.23, p < 0.001, Bonferroni corrected), whereas the RT of PWs (938.81±15.60 ms) was significantly higher 227 

than that of RWs (793.78±170.21 ms, T(50) = 9.04, p <0.001, Bonferroni corrected), FWs (780.41±149.84 228 

ms, T(50) = 10.28, p < 0.001, Bonferroni corrected), and SCs (728.68±152.54 ms, T(50) = 12.84, P < 0.001, 229 

Bonferroni corrected). The ACC of SCs was greater than that of RWs (T (50) = 2.89, p < 0.05, Bonferroni 230 

corrected). The RT of SCs was shorter than that of FWs (T (50) = -4.85, p < 0.001, Bonferroni corrected) and 231 
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RWs (T (50) = -5.30, p < 0.001, Bonferroni corrected). Together, subjects showed poorest performance in PW 232 

recognition compared to the other three conditions but better performance for SCs in the lexical decision 233 

task. 234 

Functional Activation Results 235 

 In the current study, the word form effect was defined as activation of PWs vs. fixation minus FWs vs. 236 

fixation, whereas the lexical effect was defined as RWs vs. fixation minus PWs vs. fixation. As shown in Fig. 237 

2A, the word form effect activated the bilateral ventral occipitotemporal cortices and left middle occipital 238 

gyrus (p < 0.05, FDR correction (q < 0.05), cluster size > 10). Left word form effect areas were located in a 239 

large cluster (cluster size = 472) spanning the middle part of the left lateral occipitotemporal sulcus, 240 

including the left inferior temporal gyrus, middle and anterior parts of the left FG and left inferior occipital 241 

gyrus (p < 0.05, FDR correction (q < 0.05), cluster size > 10). Right word form effect areas involved the 242 

contralateral homotopic cortices, including the right inferior temporal gyrus and middle FG. The lexical 243 

effect activated extensive brain regions, including the bilateral middle occipital gyrus, bilateral 244 

occipitotemporal cortices (consisting of the inferior temporal gyrus and middle FG), right FG, and anterior 245 

part of the left inferior temporal gyrus (p < 0.05, FDR correction (q < 0.05), cluster size > 10). Massively 246 

activated brain regions might be derived from top-down modulation of lexical responses. Note that more 247 

anterior activations of lexical effects were found in the anterior part of the left inferior temporal gyrus than 248 

in the anterior part of the left FG. For more details, please see Table 1.  249 

 Based on the prediction error hypothesis, PWs vs. fixation minus RWs vs. fixation, FWs vs. fixation 250 

minus RWs vs. fixation and SCs vs. fixation minus RWs vs. fixation corresponded to abstract orthographic 251 

processing, radical processing, and visual properties extraction, respectively, which belong to 252 

higher-to-lower levels of orthographic structure. As shown in Fig. 2B, PWs vs. fixation minus RWs vs. 253 

fixation activated the bilateral ventral occipitotemporal cortices and bilateral middle occipital gyrus (p < 254 

0.05, FDR correction (q < 0.05), cluster size > 10). Brain regions for FWs vs. fixation minus RWs vs. 255 

fixation were found in the bilateral inferior temporal gyrus and left middle occipital gyrus (p < 0.05, FDR 256 

correction (q < 0.05), cluster size > 10). SCs vs. fixation minus RWs vs. fixation only activated the left 257 

middle and inferior occipital gyrus (p < 0.05, FDR correction (q < 0.05), cluster size > 10). Gradually 258 

changed and intermingled activations along the y-axis in the posterior part of the left inferior temporal gyrus 259 

are shown in the lowest panel of Fig. 2B and confirmed functional gradients of the left FG. For more details, 260 

please see Table 2. 261 
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Representational Similarity Analysis Results 262 

 Semantic representations were only explored for RWs recognition, resulting in two clusters, the left 263 

middle and anterior FG, both of which are close to the lateral occipitotemporal sulcus (Fig. 3A).  264 

Logo-grapheme representation is involved in cognitive processing of orthography, radicals, and 265 

composite visual features, which were explored for FW and RW recognition. FW recognition did not include 266 

legal orthography, and the logo-grapheme representations of FWs were found in the bilateral middle 267 

occipital gyrus (Fig. 3B). In addition to the bilateral middle and inferior occipital gyrus, the logo-grapheme 268 

representations of PWs were also found in the left middle FG (Fig. 3B), which may serve as abstract 269 

orthography due to the lack of semantics in PWs. The logo-grapheme representations of RWs were observed 270 

in the bilateral middle occipital gyrus, left inferior occipital gyrus, bilateral middle FG and left anterior FG 271 

(Fig. 3B). Specifically, the left middle and anterior FG were both involved in orthographic representations of 272 

RWs, but only the left middle FG participated in those of PWs, suggesting that the middle and anterior parts 273 

of the left FG have different functional roles. The left middle FG induced abstract orthography and the left 274 

anterior FG were related to lexical orthography. For more details, please see Table 3. 275 

Notably, during RW recognition, the logo-grapheme and semantic representations were observed in both 276 

the left middle and anterior FG and along with the lateral occipitotemporal sulcus. Clusters underlying 277 

logo-grapheme and semantic representations spatially neighbored each other in the left middle and anterior 278 

FG, respectively. To explore the relationships among the logo-grapheme and semantic representations 279 

between the left middle and anterior FG, Spearman’s correlation analysis was conducted across subjects (Fig. 280 

4B). A marginally significant correlation was found between the semantic representations in the left middle 281 

fusiform and left anterior fusiform regions (r = 0.26, p = 0.067). Logo-grapheme representations in the right 282 

middle FG were significantly correlated with the logo-grapheme representations in the left middle (r = 0.485, 283 

p < 0.001) and anterior FG (r = 0.325, p = 0.020,). Logo-grapheme representations of the left anterior FG 284 

were significantly correlated with the sematic representations of the left middle FG (r = 0.284, p = 0.044). 285 

No significant correlation between the logo-grapheme representations in the left middle FG and left anterior 286 

FG were detected. Notably, as shown in Fig. 4A, clusters underlying logo-grapheme and semantic 287 

representations in the left anterior FG and clusters in the left middle FG were neighbored or next to the 288 

anterior and posterior part of word form effect areas which were discover during the activation analysis. But 289 

for the lexical effect areas, no overlapping were found with the areas of logo-grapheme and semantic 290 

representations of RWs. 291 
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Validation Results 292 

As shown in Figure 2-1, 3-1, 4-1 and Table 1-1, 2-1, 3-1, both the activation and RSA results based on data 293 

after excluding are consistent with the results based on all data, indicating that behavioral performance 294 

might have little effect on brain response of participants. 295 

Discussion 296 

In the current study, we aimed to investigate the functional gradient within the FG corresponding to 297 

different levels of orthographic structure in a visual lexical decision task to recognize four types of 298 

character-like stimuli. Different from the univariate analysis which identifies brain response to experimental 299 

stimulus through linearly fitting the behavior response with the hemodynamic activities of brain voxels, 300 

RSA characterizes the correspondence between brain activity patterns and theoretical/behavioral 301 

measurement (e.g., neural, behavioral). Therefore, although both these two methods can characterize brain 302 

activities, RSA can detect more fine-grained pattern information than the univariate analysis. Our 303 

activation-based and RSA results revealed that there was a posterior-to-anterior gradient for orthographic 304 

processing of character-like stimuli within the left FG. Besides, three functionally segregated regions within 305 

the left FG, a posterior, a middle, and an anterior region, were detected while no similar pattern was 306 

observed in the right FG. These findings revealed the neural basis for preprocessing of the hierarchical 307 

framework of Chinese orthography, i.e., general visual properties, radical orthography, orthography, and 308 

lexical orthography. 309 

Functional Gradients of Character Selectivity within the Left FG 310 

Although previous research revealed the involvement of the left FG for visual word recognition (Cohen 311 

et al., 2002; Bruno et al., 2008; Glezer et al., 2009; Baeck et al., 2015; Glezer et al., 2015; Lochy et al., 312 

2018), the levels of orthographic structure for the left FG involvement have not been clearly elucidated (Kuo 313 

et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2008; Price and Devlin, 2011). Our results showed that the left occipitotemporal 314 

cortex preferentially responds to orthographically legal characters (i.e., RWs and PWs), which were 315 

consistent to previous findings (Price et al., 1996; Cohen et al., 2002; Ben-Shachar et al., 2007; Vinckier et 316 

al., 2007; Chan et al., 2009; Tian et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2021). Additionally, based on the minimum 317 

difference in orthographic legality between PWs and FWs, we found a word-form effect in the left middle 318 

FG, indicating the selectivity to orthographic legality, i.e., radical position for character identification (Wu et 319 

al., 2012). Furthermore, a lexical effect in the anterior part of the left FG were observed based on the 320 
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minimum difference in lexical orthography between RWs and PWs, which indicated that the anterior part of 321 

the left FG may integrate phonological or semantic information from higher level cortical areas such as the 322 

left angular gyrus, left supramarginal gyrus and left inferior frontal gyrus, possibly through the arcuate 323 

fasciculus (Price et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2021).  324 

Besides, we observed that PWs elicited more activations in the left middle FG, which were consistent 325 

with previous findings (Fiez et al., 1999; Xu et al., 2001). Meanwhile, FWs induced more activation in the 326 

posterior part of the left FG, while stroke combinations elicited more activation in the left middle occipital 327 

gyrus. These findings support the prediction coding errors hypothesis, which means that when a stimulus is 328 

recognized as potentially meaningful but is not predicted by its visual word form efficiently, it may elicit 329 

increased brain activity (Price and Devlin, 2011; Zhao et al., 2019; Gagl et al., 2020). In line with previous 330 

findings in alphabetic languages, the varied activation patterns also revealed the corresponding relationship 331 

between functional gradient of the left FG and similarity to RWs, indicating the attuning to orthographic 332 

regularities of the reader’s language in the course of learning to read (Vinckier et al., 2007).  333 

Functional Segregation of Sub-regions in the Left FG 334 

To further examine the functional roles of the sub-regions of the left FG, we investigated the 335 

logo-grapheme representations of RWs, PWs, and FWs by utilizing RSA methods. We observed that the 336 

logo-grapheme representations of RWs were detected in the middle and anterior parts of the left FG, 337 

whereas the logo-grapheme representations of PWs were only in the left middle FG, which might due to the 338 

difference between cognitive processing of RWs and PWs. These findings indicated that the left middle FG 339 

was processing word-form orthography, whereas the anterior part of the left FG was involved in lexical 340 

orthographic processing. Notably, in line with prior findings, we found that semantic representations in the 341 

left anterior FG and logo-grapheme representations in the left middle FG were well aligned with the anterior 342 

and posterior part of word form selective areas, respectively, indicating the functional subdivisions of left 343 

FG (Lerma-Usabiaga et al., 2018; White et al., 2019). Besides, the logo-grapheme representations of FWs 344 

were detected in the posterior region of the left FG. Therefore, despite highly discriminated linguistic 345 

features between Chinese and English (Mo et al., 2015), a similar functional gradients of the left FG exist 346 

for both Chinese and alphabetic languages processing, which indicating a radical-based stimulus scale in 347 

Chinese characters, like the letter-based stimulus scale in alphabetic languages (Vinckier et al., 2007; Lochy 348 

et al., 2018).  349 

To identify the gradient of abstract orthography to lexical orthography from the middle part to the 350 
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anterior part of the left FG, we also calculated the correlations between the brain representations of RWs. No 351 

significant correlation was found for logo-grapheme representations between the middle and anterior parts 352 

of the FG, which may imply that there are two different types of orthographic processing represented in the 353 

middle and anterior parts of the left FG. Meanwhile, a significant correlation between the logo-grapheme 354 

representations of the anterior part of the left FG and semantic representations of the middle part of the left 355 

FG was observed, which implied that the anterior region of the left FG might integrate semantic information 356 

from the left middle FG through top-down modulation to process orthography. Previous studies have 357 

revealed the existence of top-down modulation from high-level regions such as the left inferior frontal gyrus 358 

and left middle and superior temporal gyrus to the left middle FG (Zhao et al., 2017; Lerma-Usabiaga et al., 359 

2018; Wang et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2021). 360 

In general, both results of univariate activation analysis and RSA analysis confirmed functional 361 

gradients in the left FG but not the right FG during Chinese word recognition (Fig.2 and Fig.3). Furthermore, 362 

RSA analysis provided more fine-grained results by voxel-wise decomposing cognitive components 363 

(logo-grapheme and semantics) of each task condition. Logo-grapheme representations and semantic 364 

representations of RWs in left middle FG were included in word-form effect area (Fig.4 A), which implied 365 

more than one cognitive process within a single functional gradient collectively supported its linguistic 366 

function. Potential associations between semantic representations in the left middle and anterior FG (Fig.4 B) 367 

showed possible interactions of cognitive components between different functional gradient. Future study 368 

should focus on how functional gradients in the left FG is organized by investigating complex interactions of 369 

cognitive components within and between gradients.  370 

Functional Organization of Character Selectivity in the Right FG 371 

Due to the square shape of Chinese characters, substantial evidence has shown that the right FG is 372 

specifically involved in Chinese character recognition to process spatial information such as the locations of 373 

different strokes and radicals composing the character (Tan et al., 2000; Tan et al., 2001; Bolger et al., 2005; 374 

Tan et al., 2005; Guo and Burgund, 2010). We also found that not only real characters but pseudo-characters 375 

and false characters all elicited activation of the right FG. However, we did not find a hierarchical functional 376 

organization of Chinese orthography in the right FG, which was in line with previous findings (Vinckier et 377 

al., 2007; Chan et al., 2009; Kronschnabel et al., 2013; Olulade et al., 2013; Zhao et al., 2017; Tian et al., 378 

2020). Given that the right FG was proposed to process radical configuration or visual-spatial information 379 

(Peyrin et al., 2006; Deng et al., 2011; Woodhead et al., 2011), character-like stimuli comprising strokes or 380 
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radicals packed into a square shape may elicit similar activation patterns in the right FG. Additionally, it was 381 

indicated that the left FG stores information in terms of parts and their relationships to visual objects, 382 

whereas the right FG stores holistic information about visual objects (Dien, 2009).  383 

Furthermore, neither a functional gradient of the logo-grapheme representations for character-like 384 

stimuli nor semantic representation were found for the right FG, which may indicate that the right FG was 385 

only involved in visual spatial processing rather than lexical processing during Chinese character 386 

recognition. Notably, we found significant correlations between the logo-grapheme representation of RWs in 387 

the right middle FG and that of RWs in the left middle and anterior FG. Several lesion studies have proposed 388 

that the splenium of the corpus callosum links the left FG to its right homolog, thereby integrating visual 389 

information projected to bilateral visual areas (Binder and Mohr, 1992; Molko et al., 2002; Shan et al., 2010). 390 

Our results suggested that the orthographic representations of Chinese characters may integrate visual spatial 391 

information from the right middle FG and orthographic information from the left FG. 392 

Two limitations of this study should be addressed. Firstly, although we speculated that the anterior 393 

region of left FG may receive top-down modulation from higher-level brain regions such as the left inferior 394 

frontal gyrus and left superior and middle temporal gyrus, the present study could not provide direct 395 

evidence for this implication due to the limitations of the temporal resolution of fMRI. Future studies 396 

employed other imaging methods should be conducted to test this assumption. In addition, recent 397 

intra-cranial recordings study has suggested that functional gradient within the left FG may represent 398 

varying degrees of top-down influence from the left middle FG to primary visual cortex (Woolnough et al., 399 

2021), which further emphasizes the importance of multiple modality studies in the future. Secondly, our 400 

data cannot determine whether sub-regions within the fusiform cortex are involved in bottom-up only or 401 

interactive bottom-up and top-down processes, as stated by two of the main theoretical proposals regarding 402 

the functional role of this region. Future studies exploring the interactions among orthography and 403 

higher-level linguistic processes would be helpful for this question (i.e., phonology and semantics).  404 

For conclusion, we observed a posterior-to-anterior functional gradient of character-like stimuli with 405 

increasing sensitivity from stroke combinations to real characters within the left fusiform cortex but not in 406 

its right homolog. Based on RSA results, we identified that the left middle FG was involved in word form 407 

orthographic processing, while the anterior part of left FG was involved in lexical orthographic processing. 408 

These findings indicated that the left fusiform cortex presents a posterior-to-anterior gradient corresponding 409 

to the lower-to-higher likeness of character type during Chinese character recognition. 410 
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Figure 1. Experimental design, stimuli, and behavioral results. A. Experimental design and stimuli. An event-related design 535 
and lexical decision task were adopted in the current study. B. Four types of character-like stimuli were visually presented in 536 
a randomized order. In particular, these four types of stimuli represent hierarchical levels of Chinese orthography. C. 537 
Behavioral results. Accuracy (ACC) and reaction time (RT) were computed. One-way ANOVAs were conducted to test 538 
significant differences among four types of stimuli. Error bars represent standard error. Abbreviations: RW, real words; PW, 539 
pseudowords; FW, false words; SC, stroke combinations; NS, not significant; * p < 0.05; ***p < 0.001. 540 

 541 

 542 
 543 
Figure 2. Activations induced by five types of contrasts in the left and right fusiform. A. Activations induced by lexical 544 
effects and word form effects in fusiform. RWs vs. fixation minus PWs vs. fixation indicates lexical effect. PWs vs. fixation 545 
minus FWs vs. fixation indicates word form effect. B. Activation induced by the three types of stimuli minus real words in 546 
fusiform. The activation response induced by PWs vs. fixation minus RWs vs. fixation was involved in word-form 547 
orthographic processing. Activation response induced by FWs vs. fixation minus RWs vs. fixation represented radical 548 
orthographic processing. The activation response induced by SCs vs. fixation minus RWs vs. fixation indicated basic visual 549 
processing. Light grey indicates the inferior temporal gyrus. Middle grey indicates the middle occipital gyrus. Dark grey 550 
denotes the fusiform gyrus. See Figure 2-1. Abbreviations: RW, real words; PW, pseudowords; FW, false words; SC, stroke 551 
combinations. p < 0.05, FDR correction (q < 0.05), cluster size > 10).  552 
 553 
 554 
 555 
Figure 3. Neural representations of RWs, PWs and FWs in the vOT. A. Semantic representations of RWs in the vOT. B. 556 
Logo-grapheme representations of RWs, PWs, and FWs in the vOT. Light grey indicates the inferior temporal gyrus. Middle 557 
grey indicates the middle occipital gyrus. Dark grey denotes the fusiform gyrus. See Figure 3-1. Abbreviations: RW, real 558 
words; PW, pseudowords; FW, false words. 559 
 560 
 561 
 562 
Figure 4. Logo-grapheme and semantic representations of RWs in the left middle and anterior fusiform gyrus and 563 
correlations between the left middle and anterior fusiform gyrus. A. Logo-grapheme and semantic representations of RWs 564 
and word form effect areas in the vOT. B. Correlations of logo-graphemes and semantic representations of RWs between the 565 
left middle and anterior fusiform regions. Light grey indicates the inferior temporal gyrus. Middle grey indicates the middle 566 
occipital gyrus. Dark grey denotes the fusiform gyrus. See Figure 4-1. Abbreviations: RW, real words; PW, pseudowords; 567 
FW, false words; SC, stroke combinations; NS, not significant; * p < 0.05; *** p < 0.001. marginal*p =0.0661 568 
 569 
  570 
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Table 1. Main Activation Clusters and Peaks of the Lexical Effect and Word Form Effect as Identified by Contrasting RWs 571 
vs fixation Minus PWs vs fixation and PWs vs fixation minus FWs vs fixation. See Table 1-1. 572 
 573 

574 
Region Cluster Size Peak T 

value 

Peak P 

value 

Peak Coordinates 

x y z 

Lexical Effect: RWs vs fixation minus PWs vs fixation   

Right middle occipital gyrus, right 

middle temporal gyrus,  

310 6.80 <0.001 44 -72 32 

Left middle occipital gyrus, left 

middle temporal gyrus 

381 5.91 <0.001 -42 -78 38 

Right inferior temporal gyrus, 

right fusiform gyrus, right middle 

temporal gyrus 

409 5.32 <0.001 60 -22 -26 

Left middle occipital gyrus 141 5.07 <0.001 -18 -90 18 

Left inferior temporal gyrus, left 

middle temporal gyrus, left 

fusiform gyrus 

421 5.01 <0.001 -58 -24 -24 

Left fusiform gyrus, left inferior 

occipital gyrus 

358 4.74 <0.001 -26 -78 -12 

Left middle temporal gyrus, left 

inferior temporal gyrus 

28 4.43 <0.001 -64 -58 -4 

Right fusiform gyrus 458 4.36 <0.001 18 -44 -12 

Left middle temporal gyrus 11 3.73 <0.001 -52 -72 18 

Right middle occipital gyrus 35 3.69 <0.001 40 -72 14 

Left inferior temporal gyrus 22 3.63 <0.001 -48 6 -40 

Right middle occipital gyrus 47 3.29 0.001 26 -86 14 

Right inferior temporal gyrus 33 3.26 0.001 68 -46 -8 

Left inferior temporal gyrus 12 2.84 0.003 -42 -68 10 

Word Form Effect: PWs vs fixation minus FWs vs fixation 

Left inferior temporal gyrus, left 

fusiform gyrus, left inferior 

occipital gyrus 

472 5.74 <0.001 -50 -50 -14 

Right inferior temporal gyrus, 

right fusiform gyrus 

43 4.14 <0.001 50 -46 -18 

Left middle occipital gyrus 12 3.80 <0.001 -28 -68 40 
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Table 2. Mean activations Clusters and Peaks as identified by Contrasting PWs vs fixation minus RWs vs fixation, FWs vs 575 
fixation minus RWs vs fixation, and SCs vs fixation minus RWs vs fixation. See Table 2-1. 576 

 577 
 578 

579 

Region Cluster Size Peak T 

value 

Peak P 

value 

Peak Coordinates 

x y z 

Word-form orthographic processing: PWs vs fixation minus RWs vs fixation 

Left inferior temporal gyrus, left inferior 

occipital gyrus, left fusiform gyrus 

828 8.82 <0.001 -48 -64 -10 

Right inferior temporal gyrus, right 

fusiform gyrus, right inferior occipital 

gyrus 

408 6.51 <0.001 48 -54 -12 

Left middle occipital gyrus 91 5.00 <0.001 -24 -60 42 

Right middle occipital gyrus 20 4.28 <0.001 30 -64 36 

Radical orthographic processing: FWs vs fixation minus RWs vs fixation 

Left middle occipital gyrus, left inferior 

temporal gyrus, 

394 5.73 <0.001 -46 -68 -8 

Right Inferior temporal gyrus 289 5.38 <0.001 46 -56 -6 

Basic visual processing: SCs vs fixation minus RWs vs fixation 

Left middle occipital gyrus, left inferior 

occipital gyrus 

127 5.31 <0.001 -42 -82 -4 
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Table 3. Clusters and Peaks for logo-grapheme and semantic representations of RWs, PWs and FWs in the vOT. See Table 580 
3-1. 581 
 582 

Index Region Cluster Size Peak Coordinates 

x y z 

Semantic Representations of RWs 

1 Left Fusiform Gyrus 10 -42 -34 -20 

2 Left Fusiform Gyrus 18 -44 -56 -16 

Logo-grapheme Representations of RWs  

1 Left Middle Occipital Gyrus 141 -14 -102 4 

2 Right Middle Occipital Gyrus 14 32 -68 24 

3 Left Fusiform Gyrus 44 -30 -30 -22 

4 Right Fusiform Gyrus 108 36 -52 -16 

5 Left Middle Occipital Gyrus 69 -38 -76 12 

6 Right Middle Occipital Gyrus 61 34 -80 28 

7 Left Inferior Occipital Gyrus 10 -50 -62 -16 

8 Right Middle Occipital Gyrus 12 46 -78 10 

9 Left Middle Occipital Gyrus 13 -24 -84 22 

10 Left Fusiform Gyrus 13 -38 -54 -16 

Logo-grapheme Representations of PWs 

1 Left Middle Occipital Gyrus, 

Left Inferior Occipital Gyrus 

96 -36 -92 -4 

2 Right Inferior Occipital Gyrus, 

Right Middle Occipital Gyrus 

176 40 -90 -4 

3 Left Middle Occipital Gyrus 120 -32 -92 22 

4 Left Middle Occipital Gyrus 36 -36 -74 40 

5 Left Fusiform Gyrus 12 -34 -60 -16   

6 Right Inferior Occipital Gyrus 14 30 -92 -6 

7 Right Inferior Occipital Gyrus 15 46 -70 -18 

Logo-grapheme Representations of FWs 

1 Right Middle Occipital Gyrus 131 42 -80 8 

2 Left Middle Occipital Gyrus 26 -48 -80 14 

3 Left Middle Occipital Gyrus 10 -36 -82 8 

4 Right Middle Occipital Gyrus 14 -48 -80 14 
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Figure 2-1. Validation for functional activation results, supporting Figure 2. 584 

 585 

Figure 3-1. Validation for RSA results, supporting Figure 3. 586 

 587 

Figure 4-1. Validation for RSA-behavior correlation results, supporting Figure 4. 588 
 589 
Extended Table 1-1. Main Activation Clusters and Peaks of the Lexical Effect and Word Form Effect as Identified by 590 
Contrasting RWs vs fixation Minus PWs vs fixation and PWs vs fixation minus FWs vs fixation by removing trials with 591 
error response. This table is supporting the Table 1.  592 

 593 

Extended Table 2-1. Mean activations Clusters and Peaks as identified by Contrasting PWs vs fixation minus RWs vs 594 
fixation, FWs vs fixation minus RWs vs fixation, and SCs vs fixation minus RWs vs fixation by removing trials with error 595 
response. This table is supporting the Table 2. 596 

 597 

Extended Table 3-1. Clusters and Peaks for logo-grapheme and semantic representations of RWs, PWs and FWs in the 598 
vOT by removing trials with error response. This table is supporting the Table 3. 599 

 600 
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